
Anti-frost candles
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Your frost-fighting ally

Your sales partner:
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Technical data:

Burning time: 10 hours
Contents: paraffin mix
Gross weight: 5.2 kg
Net contents: 4.7 kg
Dimensions (height x diameter): 265 mm x 195 mm

Logistical data:
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Due to the progressive climatic changes, the probability of 
milder winters and an earlier blossoming period increases. 
Therefore, higher damages by late spring frosts are to be 
expected for orchards and vineyards.

During the last years, the economic losses due to spring 
frosts in the agricultural sector have reached vast
proportions throughout Europe.

The use of fi re as a protection against spring frosts
in orchards and vineyards has been known for a
long time. So, make sure to be prepared with our
STOP-ICE ® anti-frost candles.

In contrast to other frost-fi ghting methods, the anti-frost 
candles warm up the air and are thus an ideal protection 
against radiation frosts or advection frosts.
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2 ecological fi relighters included:

100% pure natural product made from renewable
resources

Odourless and poses no health risk

Enormous time-savings due to the quick and effi cient 
lighting of the candles in just a few seconds

Production:

Our modern and effi cient production facilities 
enable high capacities as well as an optimum 
quality of our STOP-ICE ® anti-frost candles.

We can therefore produce and deliver large 
quantities in a short period of time.

Advantages of the STOP-ICE ® anti-frost candles:

Burning time of 10 hours

No additional fi relighter is needed, thanks to the
integrated ecological fi relighters

Closable lid:  to extinguish the fl ame, just cover it with
the lid – in case of re-use, it is easy to open without
technical aids. 

Burning time of 10 hours


